Goal of Instruction: To provide a bonding experience for parents and children through geocaching.
1. Encourage each
other during
activities

2. Manually enter
coordinates in GPS

3. Use GPS to locate
item at coordinates

4. Locate hidden
geocaches

5. Avoid potential
dangers

6. Use geocaching
site to extend activity

1.1 Take turns
operating GPS unit.

2.1 Power up GPS
and acquire satellite
lock.

3.1 Power up GPS
and acquire satellite
lock.

4.1 Use GPS to get to
hide location.

5.1 Read signs at park
entrances about
animals and hazards.

6.1 Set up free or
paid account on
geocaching.com

1.2 Allow all group
members to find
geocaches.

2.2 Use buttons to
navigate interface.

3.2 Use buttons to
navigate interface.

1.3 Decide as a group
on each next course
of action.

2.3 Go to “Mark” in
Main Menu page.

3.3 Go to “Waypoints”
in Find page.

4.3 Refer to hints and
descriptions of size
and container type.

5.3 Drink plenty
of water.

6.3 Log finds for
geocaches you found.

1.4 Assign each group
member important jobs
regarding supplies.

2.4 Click “Mark” icon.

3.4 Click on the name
of geocache you want
to find, click “GoTo.”

4.4 Move things,
replacing them, but
do not dig.

5.4 Eat snacks for
energy, but
do not litter.

6.4 Click “trackable
items” to “pick up” TBs
or geocoins you have.

2.5 Change Waypoint
name and move to
coordinates section.

3.5 Move in direction
arrow points, as long
as distance decreases.

4.5 When you find it,
open container and
sign log.

5.5 Wear clothes in
layers, sturdy shoes,
and a hat.

6.5 Click “hide & seek
a cache” to learn about
geocaches near you.

2.6 Change coordinates 3.6 When distance is at
to those given by
or close to zero, begin
instructor.
using your five senses.

4.6 Trade for items if
desired, observing
rules of geocaching.

5.6 Identify and avoid
poison oak
and hemlock.

6.6 Explore other
website resources.

4.7 Take trackable
items if you plan to
move them along.

5.7 Use a stick or pole
to poke in possible
snake hiding places.

6.7 Research GPS
units, seek other local
geocachers online.

2.7 Repeat as needed
for all coordinates.

6.2 Click “hide & seek
4.2 When distance is at
or close to zero, begin 5.2 Apply and re-apply a cache” to go to pages
sunscreen often.
for caches you found.
using your five senses.

4.8 Put everything back 5.8 Inspect yourself for
and re-hide geocache ticks, other insects, or
as you found it.
bites at the end.

